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Abstract. We develop a new approach in imaging nonfluorescent
species with two-color two-photon and excited state absorption mi-
croscopy. If one of two synchronized mode-locked pulse trains at
different colors is intensity modulated, the modulation transfers to the
other pulse train when nonlinear absorption takes places in the me-
dium. We can easily measure 10−6 absorption changes caused by
either two-photon absorption or excited-state absorption with a RF
lock-in amplifier. Sepia melanin is studied in detail as a model system.
Spectroscopy studies on the instantaneous two-photon absorption
�TPA� and the relatively long-lived excited-state absorption �ESA� of
melanin are carried out in solution, and imaging capability is demon-
strated in B16 cells. It is found that sepia melanin exhibits two distinct
excited states with different lifetimes �one at 3 ps, one lasting hun-
dreds of nanoseconds� when pumped at 775 nm. Its characteristic
TPA/ESA enables us to image its distribution in cell samples with high
resolution comparable to two-photon fluorescence microscopy
�TPFM�. This new technique could potentially provide valuable infor-
mation in diagnosing melanoma. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2780173�
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absorption; multiphoton microscopy.
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Introduction
ultiphoton scanning laser microscopy has revolutionized the

eld of functional microscopic biological imaging.1–4 In par-
icular, two-photon fluorescence microscopy �TPFM� enables
oninvasive studies of biological specimens in three dimen-
ions with submicrometer resolution and very high sensitivity.
his is due to a number of advantages offered by multiphoton
xcitation at near-IR wavelengths, such as enhanced penetra-
ion depth �up to 1 mm�, reduced overall sample damage, and
nherent sectioning capabilities. A wide variety of fluoro-
hores suitable for two-photon excitation are being developed
o label biological structures and to measure biochemical
unctions.5–10

However, endogenous contrast is more difficult to achieve.
ntrinsic two-photon fluorescence �TPF� mainly arises from
AD�P�H, flavines, collagen, and elastin.11–13 Their fluores-

ence is usually weak and occurs at visible wavelengths, and
an be largely reabsorbed by other tissue components, such as
emoglobin and melanin. Nevertheless, endogenous TPF and
econd harmonic generation �SHG, mainly from collagen�
ave been extensively explored in skin imaging,14,15 where
ifferentiation between melanomas and benign lesions such as
ysplastic nevi presents a significant clinical challenge. This
oninvasive 3-D optical diagnostic method has advantages
ompared to traditional histopathology, as it provides a pain-
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19–660–1604; Fax: 919–660–1605; E-mail: warren.warren@duke.edu
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less, fast, repeatable diagnostic tool without tissue removal;
however, the reliance on fluorescence detection restricts the
range of available molecular targets. The development of new
molecular signatures and imaging nonfluorescent species like
melanin and hemoglobin would have significant clinical
value.

Recent work in our laboratory has extended the idea of
detecting nonlinear signatures to two-photon absorption
�TPA� and self-phase modulation �SPM� detection.16,17 Mela-
nin, one of the most ubiquitous and biologically important
natural pigments, has poor two-photon fluorescence, but it
turns out to be a very good TPA contrast agent in skin tissue.17

Although various other noninvasive optical techniques �in-
cluding linear scattering, Raman, and fluorescence� have been
used in melanin detection,18–20 they only explore the surface
and give far worse resolution than histopathology.

Our group has already demonstrated that TPA microscopy
can successfully image melanoma cells in tissues and provide
a good melanin contrast in optical sectioning of melanoma
lesions, comparable to pathological histology.17 We extend
our melanin studies, improving sensitivity and specificity by
employing two different color femtosecond pulses. We can
not only look at two-color two-photon absorption, but also
observe excited-state dynamics of melanin just as in tradi-
tional pump-probe experiments.21 This nonlinear signature
can be used in microscopic studies of melanin distribution in
tissue with an order of magnitude higher sensitivity than our
1083-3668/2007/12�5�/054004/8/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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revious TPA technique. Detailed studies of this new tech-
ique were carried out in solution as well as in cell and tissue
maging. We demonstrated that high-resolution images could
e obtained with different contrasts when various pump and
robe pulse delays are considered. This new approach could
lso be generalized to image other species that have either
PA or linear absorption in the near-IR range.

Materials and Methods
.1 Sample Preparation
epia eumelanin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich �St.
ouis, MO�. For cuvette experiments, eumelanin was dis-
olved in 1-N NaOH aqueous solution and filtered through a
.22-�m filter after 2 h of sonication. After that it was trans-
erred to a quartz cuvette with 1-mm optical path length and
iluted to 0.05 optical density �OD� at 775 nm �verified by a
ary 50 Bio spectrophotometer�.

B16 mouse melanoma cells generally are highly pig-
ented, containing a fair amount of melanin. The cells used

n the experiments were mounted on a slide with
ectashield® �Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA� after

eing cultured for 3 days.
A rhodamine 6G �Exciton, Dayton, Ohio� sample was pre-

ared in methanol with a concentration of 40 mM. The solu-
ion was then transferred to a quartz cuvette with a 1-mm
ptical path length.

.2 Two-color Two-Photon Absorption/Excited State
Absorption Measurements

he z-scan method is a traditional way of measuring nonlin-
ar refraction and absorption of various materials.22,23 Since
oth nonlinear effects become obvious only when high pulse
nergy is used, usually an amplified laser system is required to
erform z-scan measurements. The sensitivity is mainly lim-
ted by laser amplitude fluctuation noise, which is usually on
he order of 10−3. These high energy pulses cannot be used in
iological systems because of photodamage concerns.24,25 A
ore sensitive way to measure TPA has been demonstrated by

sing laser pulses with modest power directly from a mode-
ocked Ti: sapphire oscillator. The principle and experimental
etails for this method have been described elsewhere.26 The
asic idea is to use a high-stability pulse train with well-
efined frequency components directly from a mode-locked
aser. If a relatively slow sinusoidal amplitude modulation
frequency= f� is imposed on this pulse train, TPA creates
idebands �frequency=2f� in the transmitted light that would
ot be generated by linear processes. These sidebands permit
ery sensitive lock-in detection of the small TPA signals. This
ethod can routinely measure 10−5 absorption changes with

ulse energies of only a few picojoules. Further improvement
s mainly constrained by the second harmonic of the 1f signal
enerated in the optoelectronic system, which interferes with
he real TPA signal at 2f .

Instead of using a single modulated laser pulse train, TPA
an also be measured by employing two synchronized pulse
rains at different wavelengths; the optoelectronic nonlinearity
onstraint is then lifted and absorption changes on the order of
0−6 can be routinely measured. The apparatus of this two-

olor TPA measurement resembles the traditional pump-probe

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054004-
experimental setup. Pump-probe spectroscopy has been
widely applied successfully to the investigation of ultrafast
processes in condensed matter. The temporal evolution of dif-
ferent nonlinear processes �bleaching, stimulated emission, or
excited-state absorption� can be studied by varying the time
delay between the pump and probe pulses. Since our setup
can detect very small transient absorption changes of the
probe pulse with relatively low pulse energy, excited-state dy-
namics can be easily extracted as a nonlinear signature in
microscopic studies.

The two-color two-photon measurement setup used in our
experiments is shown in Fig. 1. The laser system includes a
mode-locked Ti: sapphire laser �Spectra Physics, Tsunami,
80 MHz, 100 fs� and a synchronously pumped optical para-
metric oscillator �Spectra Physics, Opal, 80 MHz, 120 fs�. A
small fraction of the Tsunami output was sent into a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer to produce a pulse train with sinu-
soidal amplitude modulation at 2 MHz. This was achieved by
directing beams of the two arms to two acousto-optical modu-
lators �AOM� operating at f1=200 MHz and f2=202 MHz,
respectively. The combined beam was therefore amplitude
modulated at the difference frequency f = f1− f2. The synchro-
nous pulse train from the OPAL at 1300 nm was frequency
doubled by a 1.5-mm-thick �-barium borate �BBO� crystal
outside the cavity. Either the second harmonic at 650 nm or
the fundamental residue at 1300 nm was used as the probe
beam. The probe beam was combined with the pump beam at
775 nm on a dichroic mirror �760DCXR, Chroma, Rocking-
ham, VT� and then sent to a home-built upright microscope �
10�objective, NA=0.2, infinity corrected�. Typical power
used for our melanin solution measurements was 25 mW for
775 nm, 25 mW for 1300 nm, and 5 mW for 650 nm. The
transmitted light was first collimated and then passed through
another dichroic mirror to separate the pump beam and the
probe beam, and the probe beam was then detected with a
photodiode �Thorlabs, DET210 for 650 nm and DET410 for
1300 nm� and a RF lock-in amplifier �Stanford Research Sys-

Fig. 1 Schematic view of our two-color two-photon experimental
setup. Interferometer is setup at f1− f2=2-MHz modulation. DM1,
DM2: dichroic mirror. LPF: long pass filter. SPF: short pass filter. SHG:
1.5-mm-thick BBO crystal.
tems, SR844� at the modulation frequency. If any nonlinear

September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�2
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rocess �two-color TPA, excited-state absorption, bleaching,
r stimulated emission� occurred at the focus, the modulation
f the 775-nm beam would transfer to the initially unmodu-
ated 1300- or 650-nm beam, thus generating signals at

MHz on the lock-in amplifier.
For cell imaging, a slightly revised setup was employed.

e changed the interferometer to a single AOM modulating at
0 MHz on top of the 200-MHz carrier wave. Both the modu-
ated 775-nm beam and the unmodulated 650-nm beam were
raveling collinearly and sent to a home-built scanning micro-
cope �scanning mirror from Cambridge Technology, 50

NIR objective, NA=0.55, infinity corrected�. The power
e used was 2 mW at 775 nm and 1 mW at 650 nm.

Results and Discussion
.1 Instrument Characterization with R6G Two-

Photon Absorption
R6G sample �40 mM in methanol in a 1-mm quartz cu-

ette� was first used to characterize our two-color two-photon
etup. Since it has no linear absorption at the pump wave-
ength �775 nm�, the only possible nonlinear process which
ould occur is two-color TPA by absorbing one pump photon
nd one probe photon simutaneously. The optical delay on the
75-nm beam path was scanned to record the two-color TPA
ignal. Figure 2 shows a typical TPA signal when the time
elay between the 775 nm pulse and the 1300 nm pulse was
aried. This signal is proportional to the cross correlation of
wo pulse intensities, since the TPA signal is instantaneous.
itting it with a Gaussian function, we get a cross-correlation

ength of 238-fs FWHM. Assuming both pulses have an equal
ulse duration, their pulse durations calculated from cross-
orrelation would be 168 fs. This means that our original
ulses were slightly broadened after going through the AOM
nd the objective. The high modulation frequency we can use
nables us to operate in the regime where the laser noise is
egligible. The main noise source is from the detector and the
ock-in amplifier. The noise level reading from our lock-in
mplifier was less than 20 nV when the time constant was set

Fig. 2 Two-photon absorption �775+1300 nm� signal from R6G.
o 100 ms. While the input signal from the photodiode moni-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054004-
toring the unmodulated beam is usually more than 20 mV,
our system can easily detect transient absorption changes on
the order of 10−6.

3.2 Two-Photon Absorption/Excited State Absorption
Signal from Sepia Melanin

Melanins are heterogeneous polymers complexed with pro-
teins. Though the basic monomer building blocks of these
polymers are known, the detailed structures of the final prod-
ucts of melanin biosynthesis are still unknown.27 Unlike other
chromophores, melanins have structureless, monotonously de-
ceasing absorption in the UV/VIS/NIR spectral region �Fig. 3
shows absorption spectrum of sepia melanin from 600 to
1300 nm�. TPF and TPA of melanins has previously been
studied.17,28 It is found that although TPF is rather weak
�partly due to reabsorption�, TPA is very large and provides
good contrast in tissue imaging. While we can measure two-
color TPA with higher sensitivity, the major advantage of our
two-color two-photon setup is that time-resolved transient ab-
sorption behavior can be studied, similar to pump-probe spec-
troscopy. As a first illustration, Fig. 4 shows time-resolved
transient absorption signal of sepia melanin solution when the
pump is at 775 nm and the probe is at 1300 nm. Different
processes can contribute to the transient absorption signal.
TPA with a virtual intermediate state only happens when two
pulses overlap in time; hence the decay signal we see out of
the pulse overlap region is caused by excited-state absorption.
Although stimulated emission or bleaching will give similar
traces, they have exactly the opposite phase compared to ESA
and TPA. Figure 5 illustrates the difference between these
processes. The monotonously decreasing linear absorption of
melanin suggests a quasi-continuous distribution of vibronic
states above a certain level in the NIR range. The 775-nm
pump beam will excite a certain fraction of melanin mol-
ecules to excited states. At 1300 nm, linear absorption from
ground state melanins is negligible, but for those molecules
excited by 775 nm to higher lying states, appreciable absorp-
tion will happen, which leads to decreased transmission, just

Fig. 3 Linear absorption spectra of sepia melanin.
as in TPA.

September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�3
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The decay time of the ESA signal is a reflection of the
xcited-state lifetime after 775-nm excitation. The curve in
ig. 4 can be fitted with a double-exponential decay with time
onstants of 450±50 fs and 3±0.5 ps. The shorter compo-
ent might have a contribution from TPA, which is instanta-
eous within the pulse overlap region. To differentiate be-
ween TPA and ESA contributions to the signals around zero
elay, we studied the polarization dependence of these signals
nd the results are shown in Fig. 6. It is known that the TPA
ross section depends on the orientation of polarization of two

xciting beams.29,30 If they make an angle �, the two-photon
ross section calculated with a simple geometric model is �
A�2 cos2�+1�.29 The ratio of TPA cross section when �
0 deg to that when �=90 deg is 3. For complicated nonlin-

ar molecules, the ratio becomes smaller. The R6G TPA signal
as a ratio of 2.78, which is close to the theoretical value of 3.
he melanin signal can be separated into two parts: a near-

nstantaneous part �within the pump probe pulse overlap� and
longer time decay part �out of the pump-probe pulse over-

ap�. It is seen in Fig. 6 that there is almost no polarization

ig. 4 Two-color two-photon transient absorption �775-nm pump,
300-nm probe� of sepia melanin.

ig. 6 Polarization dependence of TPA/ESA signal for R6G and phe

etween the pump �775 nm� beam and the probe �1300 nm� beam.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054004-
dependence for the long time decay part, as expected, since it
only has ESA contribution. Around zero delay, the signal ratio
of �=0 deg to �=90 deg is 1.71, much smaller than R6G,
which suggests that it has contributions from both ESA and
TPA, with ESA playing a dominant role.

Teuchner et al. proposed that melanin TPF is caused by
stepwise two-photon absorption,28,31 but no further experi-
ments were performed to provide direct proof of that process.
Here by two-color two-photon absorption measurements, we
can clearly see that an intermediate state exists and can facili-
tate the stepwise excitation process, which leads to efficient
two-photon absorption and then fluorescence.

3.3 Power Dependence of Melanin Two-Photon
Absorption/Excited State Absorption Signal

To corroborate that our signal is from nonlinear absorption,
the power scaling relationship with both pump and probe
pulses was studied in detail. Figure 7 shows that the peak
signal size �775-nm pump and 1300-nm probe� depends lin-
early on both pump and probe intensities for R6G and sepia
melanin. The same relationship is found for the 775-nm pump
650-nm probe combination. Since the ESA signal depends
linearly on the intensity of both beams, it has a nonlinear
dependence on the total input intensity. This is a very impor-
tant attribute, because it ensures that the ESA signal only
comes from the focus where the total intensity is high. This
nonlinear dependence permits us to do microscopy with in-
herent 3-D sectioning capability, just as does TPA and TPF.

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of different transient absorption pro-
cesses. TPA and ESA lead to decreased transmission of probe, while
bleaching and stimulated emission lead to increased transmission of
probe.

in samples. The angles shown are the polarization angle difference
omelan
September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�4
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ll the advantages in TPA/TPF imaging will be retained in the
wo-color two-photon ESA imaging.

.4 Effects of Pulse Duration on Melanin Two-Photon
Absorption/Excited State Absorption Signal

he difference in nonlinear behavior between TPA and ESA is
eflected in their pulse duration dependence. When both exci-
ation pulse durations are doubled, their peak powers will
alve. Since the TPA signal is instantaneous and depends qua-
ratically on the peak power but only linearly on the pulse
uration,32 the resulting signal will also halve. However, this
s not true for ESA. The excited-state lifetime ensures that any

olecule that is excited by the pump beam will affect the
robe beam independent of pulse durations as long as they are
uch shorter than the lifetime. The resulting signal only de-

ends on the pulse energy of both pulses, regardless of their
urations. Our experimental results are shown in Fig. 8. The
ulse durations were stretched by inserting a 1-cm highly dis-
ersive TeO2 crystal into the beam path before the micro-
cope. This increases the cross-correlation of the two pulses
y a factor of 1.7, as can be calculated from the R6G TPA
ignal. It is seen from Fig. 8�a� that the peak amplitude of

ig. 7 Power scaling relationship for both pump �775 nm� and probe
he probe power is fixed at 25 mW. When measuring power depend

ig. 8 Comparison of pulse duration effect in TPA and ESA signal. M

ented by � and � marked lines, respectively.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054004-
R6G TPA signal decreases 1.9 times, close to what we ex-
pected from previous analysis. However, the long time decay
part of the ESA signals of sepia melanin, as shown in Fig.
8�b�, is almost unchanged. This means that the ESA signal is
not affected much by broadening the pulse width. Changes
around zero delay �with a ratio of 1.5� might be caused by the
concurrent change of TPA signal or cross-phase modulation
�XPM� signal �discussed in the next section� present in these
samples. If ESA is used as a contrast in melanin imaging, we
can use relatively long pulses ��1 ps� without reducing our
signal size much. This has the advantage of reduced sample
damage33 and also fewer requirements on dispersion control
in the system.

3.5 Interference from Cross-Phase Modulation
It was observed that a small interfering signal can also be
generated with samples that do not have TPA, such as glass or
water. The most likely origin of these interfering signals is
XPM. XPM is an instantaneous third-order process, which
results from the intensity dependent refractive index change
�optical kerr effect�. It is a well-known artifact in pump-probe
spectroscopy,34 but is mostly studied in the frequency domain.

m� beams. When measuring power dependence on the pump beam,
the probe beam, the pump power is fixed at 25 mW.

ments made with short duration and long duration pulses are repre-
�1300 n
easure
September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�5
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t can also happen in the spatial domain. When a high inten-
ity pulse with a Gaussian spatial distribution enters a me-
ium, it will modulate the refractive index of the medium
ith the same spatial pattern, which causes a lensing effect.
hen the second pulse passes the same region in the medium

imultaneously, it will be focused or defocused by this instan-
aneous “lens,” depending on the sign of the optical kerr co-
fficient of the medium. By placing an aperture after the
ample, the lensing effect from the nonlinearity of the me-
ium will show up as a signal. Ideally, if we can collect all the
ransmitted light, we can only see absorptive effects but not
ispersive effects like XPM. Due to the imperfection in col-
ection optics, for example reflection from lenses, we can still
ee a small signal, even without an aperture when the focus is
n the glass wall or water. Figure 9 clearly shows how differ-
ntly the signals �775-nm pump and 650-nm probe� from R6G
nd water change with and without an aperture �The small
ump for water signal might arise from XPM of glass wall�.
pparently, in the case of water, an aperture will increase

ignal size significantly. However, for R6G, placing an aper-
ure decreases the signal due to lower light collection effi-
iency. This suggests an extremely sensitive way of measur-
ng optical nonlinearities. Generally speaking, the XPM
nterference from water would not affect our intepretation of
he excited-state decay behavior of melanin, because the XPM
ignal is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the mela-
in ESA signal and disappears when two pulses are not over-
apped.

.6 B16 Cell Imaging with Melanin Excited State
Absorption Contrast

s a demonstration of our ESA imaging capability, we im-
ged B16 mouse melanoma cells mounted on a glass slide
ith a home-built laser scanning microscope. Figure 10�a�

hows the bright field image of a B16 cell. The scanned im-
ges of the same cell acquired at a series of interpulse delays
re shown in Figs. 10�b� and 10�c�, with Fig. 10�b� being the
channel image and Fig. 10�c� being the y channel image

onstructed from the lock-in detection signal. The x channel
ignal has the same phase as the pump beam, while the y
hannel signal is in quadrature phase with the pump beam.

ig. 9 Comparison of aperture effect in TPA signal and XPM signal. M
arked line, respectively.
he image sizes are 300�300 �m or 512�512 pixels. Im-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054004-
age acquisition time is 52 s. The same color scale was used
for all the scanned images. Our lateral resolution is better than
1 �m. The signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� ranged from 30 to 50
for these images. The ESA signal decay can be clearly seen
from the decrease of contrast in the x channel as the interpulse
delay increases �the round blue region in the zero delay image
is most likely due to a XPM artifact from the glass slide,
which disappears outside the pulse overlapping region�. The
maximum image intensity decreases more than five times by
changing the pulse delay from 0 to 3.3 ps. However, the y
channel images remained almost the same, even at negative
delay where no ESA signal is expected. It also shows distinc-
tively different features from the x channel images. We con-
firmed that this was not a linear absorption image, but was an
image of some other nonlinear signature, which has a differ-
ent phase relationship to the ESA signal. This suggests that
the overall signal has contributions from different lifetime de-
cays, which have different phase relations to the pump beam,
similar to the frequency domain fluorescence.35,36 The short
lifetime decay �3 ps� gives rise to a signal that has a zero
phase �x channel signal�, while the long lifetime decay gives
rise to a signal that has a nonzero phase �y channel signal as
well as part of an x channel signal�. The phase � before zero
delay �which should only have contribution from long lifetime
decay� is around 76 deg. According to the formula of tan���
=��, with �=10 MHz, the lifetime � should be around
400 ns. However, this calculation is only a crude estimation,
since the zero phase setting is not very accurate. While fluo-
rescence lifetime can be well characterized with frequency-

ments made with and without aperture are represented by � and �

Fig. 10 �a�: B16 mouse melanoma cell image under a bright field
microscope; �b� and �c� x and y channel image of the same cell
scanned with our two-color two-photon setup at various interpulse
easure
delays �indicated on the image, color online only�.

September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�6
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omain measurement, we do not have a direct comparison
ere, since fluorescence from melanin is very weak and is
ifficult to measure. In addition, the excited state measured
ith fluorescence might not be the same state as we are mea-

uring with absorption. The origin of this extremely long-
ived state is still under investigation. This new state might
ffer additional contrast in imaging melanin.

Discussion
his work demonstrates the feasibility of utilizing two-color
PA/ESA measurements to image melanin. This method can
ffer more than an order higher sensitivity than our previous
egenerate TPA method. In addition, excited-state dynamics
nformation can be obtained just as in traditional pump-probe
pectroscopy, with high sensitivity as well as high spatial
esolution. We have already shown that high SNR images of
16 cells with melanin contrast can be obtained with rela-

ively low power ��5 mW�. Moreover, we also observed an
xtremely long-lived excited state in melanin after 775-nm
xcitation, which might offer additional dynamic information
nd contrast. As a NIR multiphoton imaging technique, two-
olor TPA/ESA microscopy retains the advantages of TPFM,
ncluding enhanced penetration and inherent sectioning capa-
ilities. Also, epi-mode imaging is possible, since any scat-
ered photon after ESA is tagged with the modulation and
ontains essentially the same information as transmission
ode imaging. Moreover, ESA imaging adds a few other ad-

antages. First, it could further reduce photodamage, which is
major concern in skin imaging. Two major forms of photo-

amage are two-photon excitation of intracellular chro-
ophores caused by high peak power, and thermal damage

aused by high average power.33 They can be well controlled
ith various methods in our setup. Decreasing the repetition

ate of our laser, thus lowering the average power, would
reatly decrease the chance of thermal damage. Peak power
hotodamage can be controlled by using relatively longer
ulses �1 ps� to reduce the peak pulse energy. This will not
ffect our ESA signal size much, but will decrease instanta-
eous TPA by a factor of 5. Second, since our detection sen-
itivity is not affected as much as TPF by pulse duration, there
re fewer constraints on the laser system we use and disper-
ion control. We can imagine using this highly sensitive ab-
orption measurement method to image any species with ei-
her ESA or TPA in the NIR range. A variety of contrast can
e obtained when different pump probe wavelength combina-
ions are used or when interpulse delays are changed. This
ffers an ideal tool to do differential imaging on species like
umelanin/pheomelanin, oxyhemoglobin/deoxyhemoglobin,
nd NAD+/NADH. For practical application in skin imaging
n a clinical setting, a compact laser system as well as a small
aser scanning head is required. Since we are using laser
ulses similar to the multiphoton fluorescence experiments,
e can adopt a similar approach to the commercial product
ermaInspect.14 Further miniaturization of the system can be

ealized through fiber delivery of laser pulses and gradient
efractive index �GRIN� lens focusing.37 We believe that with
he proper control of excitation wavelengths, pulse durations,
nd repetition rate, our two-color TPA/ESA technique can po-
entially image pigmentation, vascularity, and even redox po-

ential in vivo with submicrometer resolution. Since we know

ournal of Biomedical Optics 054004-
that the overall melanin production often increases and
pheomelanin/eumelanin ratio often decreases, at the same
time, the vascularity and oxygenation level changes
during the process of melanoma development; therefore,
TPA/ESA imaging techniques may provide invaluable
information for clinical diagnosis of melanoma and other skin
diseases.
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